School Printing,
Made Smarter
One of England’s oldest and most distinguished
Catholic boarding schools has modernised its printing
and is saving £35,000 a year thanks to ITEC’s
Technology Managed Service.

DOWNSIDE SCHOOL an ITEC customer story
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LOCATION

1

Full
Boarders
75% OF PUPILS

350
STUDENTS

Downside School in Somerset offers
students a unique, Benedictine school
education. Originally founded in
1606, it has a rich history but a firm
focus on educating young people to
develop as future leaders for
21st Century society.

INDUSTRY

Education
WEBSITE

downside.co.uk
LOCATION

Somerset

“Downside is

uncompromising
in the pursuit
of academic
excellence.
- ANDREW HOBBS, HEAD MASTER

CHALLENGES

Downside School approached ITEC
for help in 2013 when it became
clear that the existing way of printing
was slowing down processes – and
wasting money. It was time for a
fresh approach.

CHALLENGES

Speedy
Installation

As a boarding and day
school, students and staff at
Downside are fully-engaged
with a jam-packed academic
schedule as well as a variety
of co-curricular activities. That
means there’s no time to be
slowed down by old-fashioned
printers – or by a drawn-out
installation of a new system.
ITEC Engineers needed to
come up with a smart way to
improve printing that worked
around the school schedule to
minimise disruption.

Reliable,
Cost-Effective
Service

Although the building is
steeped in history, Downside
is a modern school – and
reliable IT services are at the
heart of much of what they
offer.
It was essential that ITEC
curated a Technology
Managed Service for print that
could easily cope with high
demand from students and
staff – which was also costeffective.

“ITEC provided us with a

secure and cost-effective
print solution that is
integrated into all
our system.
- ADAM EVANS, ITC NETWORK MANAGER§

SOLUTIONS

Planning and
Preparation

To ensure the installation of a new
printing system went without a hitch,
ITEC Engineers undertook a complete
audit of the site and met with the
team at Downside to ensure the tech
transformation would tick every box
and help deliver their mission.
Thanks to this careful preparation,
installation took just three days
from removing the old equipment to
installing and configuring the new
machines.
“ITEC is reliable – they do what they
say they’re going to do” - Adam Evans,
ICT Network Manager

The Best of
Modern Tech

The Downside team and ITEC experts
agreed that the best tech based on
the school’s needs was state-of-theart HP Printers that work seamlessly
with PaperCut software to cut
waste and track printing along with
FollowMe software to enable printing
from anywhere.
The machines selected are reliable
and cost-effective. They’re also the
most secure on the market.
“The tech we’ve got now is easy-touse, reliable and secure” - Adam Evans,
ICT Network Manager

“We simply don’t

worry about the
printers anymore.

- ADAM EVANS, ITC NETWORK MANAGER§

FLEXIBLE WORKING AND

Happier staff

Security

As well as huge savings, more reliable
tech and increased flexibility, the
Technology Managed Service from
ITEC has reduced print wastage
and enabled the school to improve
regulations and become GDPR
compliant. It’s been a real
win-win result.

IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND

35k

TECHNICAL DETAILS
HP PRINTERS

SAVINGS PER YEAR

FOLLOWME SOFTWARE

PAPERCUT SOFTWARE

biggest
“The
challenge with

this project was
convincing staff
to give up their
desktop printer – but
FollowMe printing
has won them over!
- ADAM EVANS, ITC NETWORK MANAGER§

DELIVERING THE MISSION

Staff at Downside School can enjoy
working smarter and more flexibly
thanks to the managed print aspect of
ITEC’s Technology Managed Service.
Man hours are no longer wasted fixing
troublesome desktop printers or ordering ink cartridges and staff and students
alike can print to a shared online print
queue, then collect their documents
from the nearest printer. Teaching and
studying at Downside has been made
easier, more efficient and more secure

“ITEC does and will

play a massive part in
our support services
to our end users going
forwards.

- ADAM EVANS, ITC NETWORK MANAGER§

SERVICE

“Our great
relationship
is the key to
our success”

After introducing Technology Managed
Services in 2013, ITEC and Downside
have become partners for the future.
Following the successful installation
of the Managed Print Service, ITEC
works with Downside on a daily and
weekly basis to offer ongoing support
to ensure all tech at the school runs like
clockwork.
As ICT Network Manager, Adam Evans,
put it: “‘At Downside, everyone relies on
IT to do their daily tasks. Without ITEC,
this would be impossible to maintain.
‘Our great relationship with ITEC has
been the key to the success. ITEC has
always delivered a great service and
support. When they say they are going
to do something, they do it. And bringing
ITEC on board has helped us achieve our
mission to find a secure and cost-effective
print solution that is fully integrated.”

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC, a Xerox Business Solutions
Company, is your local business
technology expert. For more than 30
years, we’ve been delivering
outstanding managed services and
helping organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
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